Roll’n’Pall

Minimizes replenishment cost, Maximizes in-store availability

• Worldwide patent serves a dual function as both pallet and heavy duty dolly, by a simple foot activated mechanism.
• Uniquely designed to replace forklifts, eliminating the time and cost of replenishing and allowing easy & safe in-store handling.
• Easy to operate – press foot pedal for dolly and runner for pallet. No major force needed.
• Optimum compatibility with automated production lines – castors are completely retracted when in pallet mode.
• Accommodates various beverage trays and crates, both foldable and nestable.
• Pop-up/flat surface - upon demand.
Technical Details

Dimensions (LxWxH)
80 x 60 x 19.7 cm
Weight: 14 kg
Maximum load per unit: 500 kg

- Pop-up system - to secure trays and crates
- Flat surface for flat goods
- Easy Handling

Retail Ready Packaging
The ultimate in cost savings

PolymerLogistics & eLog reserves the right to change any of the above-mentioned specifications without prior notice.
User responsibility: It is the responsibility of all users and hirees to inform any other user concerning the details provided on this specifications sheet and the PolymerLogistics & eLog Health & safety Guidelines. Users are responsible for completing Safe System Work and risk assessment prior to equipment use.